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Steve’s Film Festival Reviews for 2004 
 
By Steve Munro 
 
Ratings  
 
* I stayed to the bitter end (but probably shouldn’t have) 
**  Maybe worth seeing once 
*** Recommended 
**** First rate 
***** Best of the festival 
 
The reviews are arranged in the order of viewing. 
 
Festival Main Title 
 
The main title continues in the manner of recent years with a visual adaptation of the poster – there’s little excitement and it 
wears thin after a few dozen viewings.  Funny that the director gives himself a solo credit at the end despite the fact that the 
graphics are usually out of focus even with digital projection.  Maybe he needs a better online editor. 
 
Universal Studios’ salute to the volunteers is recycled from last year (maybe because the studio has fallen on hard times), and 
there’s only one flavour.  All the same, it generally drew applause at each viewing right up to the end. 
 
 
People’s Choice Trailers 
 
AGF has three trailers again this year, and they were good enough to get laughs and some applause even on the last day.  The 
theme, as usual, trades on AGF’s mutual fund campaign of having a better life, a better job in the world to come.  The three 
spots were: 
 
• A couple returns to a home where some construction-in-progress is evident and plays back their messages on an answering 

machine.  [A cultural observation here: I thought I was one of the few people who still have a real machine that makes its 
own recordings rather than letting Ma Bell’s voicemail system do all of the work.]  The message is from their renovator, 
clearly a would-be lighting director, who has taken “a more cinematic approach” to their house.  This includes red bedroom 
lighting with suggestions of Almodovar’s Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down with which hubby is clearly uncomfortable, and 20K 
worth of floodlighting wired to a motion detector.  “Should solve the raccoon problem”.  On the soundtrack, critters scurry 
away and a garbage can falls over.  Easily the best ad in years, and deserving of the warm reception it had on every 
screening. 

• A woman is getting photo id for something (does anyone know or remember?), and finds herself in the hands of a makeup 
artist who suggest that she should have a facial at least once a season.  “Have you had your lips done?” 

• A film crew is making trailer number 2, and the boom man has no use for the director who is fussing about the performance.   
“That’s the only way he’s going to get into the Festival.” 

 
 
 
General Observations 
 
Although I’ve read lots about rampant sex in this year’s crop of films, my choices seem to have mis sed that particular aspect of 
the festival.  Yes, there’s a randy sequence in Yes where one character manually excites another under her clothing, but we’re a 
long way from naked lust on the screen. 
 
I did poorly in the draw – 43rd of 47 boxes processed, and yet it seems that this year there were fewer films sold out in advance, 
and I got most of what I had asked for.  The Festival has announced that they broke their box office expectation, and I have to 
assume this came through late sales including single tickets. 
 
The Uptown Cinema closed at the end of the 2003 Festival.  Tragically, during its demolition, the theatre collapsed onto an 
adjacent building injuring several people and killing one.  The site is now a parking lot, soon to be yet another condo tower. 
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Stepping into the void are the Ryerson Theatre and the Famous Players Paramount Cinema.  Ryerson University’s theatre has 
taken on the Uptown’s large house role for special presentations and repeat Gala screenings.  It’s a good house with the 
advantage of lining up inside the campus rather than on ever-so-busy Yonge Street, and you can stretch out your feet under the 
seats ahead.  For this joy you have to put up with some of the least comfortable seats at the Festival. 
 
Famous Players Paramount is a fast food court masquerading as a cinema.  The screens used here have good projection and 
sound, and the auditoriums hold about 300 in stadium seating.  These houses were used only for daytime screenings and they 
reverted to their usual mainstream commercial fare in the evenings.  Famous Players has not quite figured out that Festival 
audiences are different from their regular clients and it took a few days for their security to lighten up a bit.  (They may also have 
figured out that people waiting inside buy snacks at their expensive food court rather than at the not-so-expensive Starbucks 
downstairs.)  Even so, for no apparent reason, all of our tickets had to be stamped while we waited in line even though we were 
only steps from the screening room.  Nobody ever checked them. 
 
There was much more digital projection this year than in 2003, although the quality is still just a shade rough under certain 
circumstances notably scenes with a lot of movement (particularly rolling credits).  Anyone whose work was edited from less-
than-ideal digital source material has no place to hide, and low-resolution shots look terrible.  By contrast, stills, especially black 
and white, are crystal clear because the software doesn’t have to keep adjusting the image. 
 
Festival audiences are a restive bunch, and we are very sensitive to late starts at screenings.  Directors and actors arrive late to 
introduce their works at their peril.  At least one of my audiences was quite vocal that the film should start “now” after a 15-
minute wait for “the talent” as they are called in Festival-speak.   
 
Finally, if there was a theme to my Festival, it was war and the horrors of war.  By the end of the week, I had seen two films about 
the war in Iraq, one with Viet Nam, two with World War II, one with Rwanda, and a cameo appearance by the Civil War where 
the South wins the battle.  That one’s a comedy. 
 
News of last year’s favourites: 
 
• Les Triplettes de Belleville went on to an Oscar® nomination for best animated feature, but it lost out to Finding Nemo.  

All the same, Les Triplettes managed a strong showing at least in Toronto where it played for months in first run. 
• Underworld had all the earmarks of a cult film with a sequel in the works, but it came and went in short order.  It wasn’t 

worth staying up until 3:00 am to watch last year, and met its well-deserved short commercial run. 
• The Yes Men ruthlessly satirized the World Trade Organization and especially Macdonald’s.  It has just opened in North 

America, and makes a wonderful comic counterpart to The Corporation. 
• 29 Palms, a film that lives on in the memories of all who saw it, vanished without a trace.  Whether its presence had 

anything to do with Piers Handling’s move half-way out of the executive suite at the Festival or not, we will never know.  
This film destroyed my faith in Handling’s selection and advocacy of films, and his complete departure from that role 
cannot come too soon. 

 
  
 
Thursday, September 9 
 
Opening night also happened to be both the 19th birthday of my old haunt, Café Brussel, as well as my night to see Alegria at 
the Cirque du Soleil.   Great food and great spectacle to start my annual Festival holiday. 
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Friday, September 10 
 
Notre Musique [Our Music] 
 Switzerland/France / Jean-Luc Godard  
 Rating: * 
 
I must admit my bias at the outset: I lost my taste for Godard a long time ago, but thanks to my poor lot in the draw this year, 
there was a gap in my Friday schedule at midday.  Notre Musique had some decent, three-star reviews, and I thought I would 
give Jean-Luc another try. 
 
The film is a triptych of “three kingdoms” [royaumes in the titles]: hell, purgatory and heaven.  In hell, we get a non-stop barrage 
of war footage, some familiar, some not, from just about every major war the western world has seen.  This is intercut with 
scenes from Hollywood westerns, cowboys and indians shooting and whooping their way across the back lots of California.  
You can take your own editorial implication from this, but it is far from subtle. 
 
Purgatory is a literary conference in Sarajevo where Jean-Luc himself is a panelist.  We pick up other threads: Israel versus 
Palestine, Croats versus Serbs, children learning history, the role of imagery and how an image is both part of and coloured by 
one’s personal version of history.  Olga, a friend of Jean-Luc’s is working on a photo-journal.  She returns to Israel where she 
commits suicide by feigning a terrorist attack so that the police will kill her.  A DVD of images is all that is left of her to Jean-Luc. 
 
I have left a lot out here as purgatory goes on rather a long time for the audience too. 
 
Finally, we arrive in heaven, only to find that it’s a small woodland retreat by a beach guarded by US Marines (presumably, God 
is an American), but we don’t get to see much.  Olga is in heaven too, but she is just as confused wandering around there as she 
was before.  Maybe heaven is what you bring to it, and she hasn’t got much to offer. 
 
Yes, I see the philosophical thesis here, but it feels like the sort of thing one would get in a twenty-minute beginner’s effort, not 
the work of a so-called master of the cinema.  The next time I have a gap in my schedule and Godard beckons, I will go to lunch 
instead. 
 
 
Automne [Autumn] 
 France/USA / Ra’up McGee 
 Rating: ** 
  
Some directors have delusions of auteur-ship after they’ve made at least one or two films, but Ra’up McGee manages this in his 
first feature.  Automne is supposed to be an homage to the French crime thriller, and it boasts a fine crop of actors.  McGee 
doesn’t actually speak French, and he is much indebted to his screenwriter who goes uncredited in the program notes .  Imagine 
someone whose father loves European cinema, and whose eyes “open to new ways of making films” (a paraphrase from a 
quotation in the program).  Yep, that’s a film student quote allright, but I will give him two stars at least for effort. 
 
Three friends have difficult childhoods that are only hinted at, and they have grown up to be criminals.  All seem to have drifted 
into the profession of assassin (the business must either be crowded, or have a lot of turnover), and all three suffer from a loss 
of nerve.  The prime mover of our plot is a chef whose restaurant, Automne, gives the film its title and recurring leafy imagery.  
He distrusts someone, but doesn’t know who is his enemy.  A line near the end sums up his management approach:  
“Sometimes you have to bury a bone just to see who will dig it up.”  The “bone” – a briefcase containing a storage locker key – 
is the item everyone is trying to get.   
 
Nobody can fully trust anyone else, not even the childhood friends, and in the end most of the plotters are dead. 
 
Automne is an elaborate puzzle leaving us wondering what actually happened.  It includes an allusion to Blow Up , another film 
where everything is not what it seems .  However, I’m not sure that Automne would hold up to a repeat screening where the 
holes in the plot would not reveal more of the puzzle, only a triumph of style over substance. 
 
McGee may turn out to be a good director, and there are certainly indications that he can manage a complex story.  But the 
question is: does he have a story of his own to tell?  
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Touch the Sound  
 Germany/UK / Thomas Reidelsheimer 
 Rating: ****½ 
 North American Première 
 
Touch the Sound was among my favourite this year for its combination of documentary, visual lyricism and a brilliant 
soundscape all in a portrait of a great artist and warm human being.  It is a film about hearing, seeing, sensing the world around 
us. 
 
Evelyn Glennie became nearly deaf with a neurological problem in her childhood.  This did not stop her, however, from 
becoming one of the world’s leading percussionists.  Playing barefoot, Glennie literally picks up the vibrations. 
 
The visual centre of the film is an about-to-be-demolished factory space that has been converted to a recording studio.  The 
space has an eerie character, a “somewhere else” quality that is reinforced by the variety of camera angles.  But what sound!  
Glennie is working here on an album with Fred Frith, and it’s all improvised.  This is no mere noodling of two people with time on 
their hands, but a real collaboration to make music. 
 
This could easily have turned into a “the making of” documentary for the CD, and we would have been out of the theatre in half 
an hour.  Reidelsheimer gives us much more.  We follow Glennie to Grand Central Station where she plays a snare drum to 
admiring onlookers.  In a Tokyo restaurant, we have an ad lib percussion section of chopsticks and bowls. 
 
At a school for deaf children, Glennie introduces a girl to the sense of feeling the vibrations in a bass drum after she removes her 
hearing aids.  The glow in her face gives us a sense of what Glennie herself must have discovered when she realized that there 
was more than one way to hear. 
 
Throughout the film, we see, hear and feel the joy Evelyn Glennie has in making music.  For her, that’s a state of mind, not just 
the physical act.  “Even if I could not play, I would still be a musician.” 
 
The soundtrack on this film is excellent, and I had the good fortune to hear it in the Isabel Bader Theatre where there is a superb 
surround system.  Sadly, most people will see this as a TV documentary with home stereo.  If it shows up in a good theatre, 
don’t miss it. 
 
 
 
Turtles Can Fly 
 Iraq/Iran / Bahman Ghobadi  
 Rating: ***   
 World Première 
 
The scene is a bleak hillside on the border between Turkey and Iraq at a camp for Kurds uprooted by the long wars in their 
region.  The children at this camp are mostly orphans.  They have banded together to survive by digging up land mines by hand 
for sale to the Americans.  All of these children are real, not actors, and a few are badly maimed from past efforts.  Their leader is 
a boy only 13 himself named “Kak Satellite” because of his knowledge of how to hook up satellite dishes. 
 
The invasion of Iraq is weeks away, and everyone is desperate for news.  People string up all manner of antennae, and Kak 
convinces the elders to buy a proper dish.  For their efforts, they are rewarded with junk – popular TV, overconfident news spun 
by the US media, and a weather forecast that “it will rain tomorrow”. 
 
There is one girl, the only female role in Turtles Can Fly, who cares for her brother, a blind toddler.  She is overwhelmed by what 
is happening around her, and yet she is the strongest person in the story.  Kak cares for her, but this is hardly the place for love 
to grow. 
 
A new boy arrives at the camp, one without hands, and soon he vies with Kak for leadership of the group.  Here, amid such 
tragedy, we see the same petty rivalries that divide people played out on a small scale.  The urge both to live through adversity 
and the inevitable struggles between people will always be intertwined.  Meanwhile, the invasion happens somewhere else, but 
nothing much changes for the Kurds. 
 
By the end of the film, the girl, full of despair and with rape added to her woes, walks to the edge of the cliff, looks down and 
steps off into the air. 
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The Q&A with Ghobadi was fascinating both for the background, and for the political tension in the air.  He spoke in Arabic, 
and clearly the translator was uncomfortable with the strength of what he was saying.  This did not go down well with some in 
the audience who knew what was left out and who accused the translator of being an Iranian who wanted to downplay the 
Kurdish message.  She replied that her grandmother was Kurdish, and that she was very proud of her heritage.  All the same, the 
translation seemed to be less restrained from then on. 
 
Ghobadi shares much of the despair of his principal character.  He spoke of how Kurdistan has been fought over for years, and 
referred to both Bush and Saddam as dictators.  In a sad concession to the movie business, he chose to tell a story that is less 
violent, less humourless than the real world, in a hope of reaching a Western audience.  He sees the war in Iraq as protecting the 
comforts of the West.  It allows us to sit in a beautiful building watching his film while his people will always live in poverty and 
violence.  
 
Turtles Can Fly is not an easy film to watch. It is deeply tragic, and we don’t see this side of the conflict on the nightly news.  
Once, the Kurds were useful as brave anti-Saddam forces, but they seem to have fallen off the radar in a media world more 
concerned with American body counts. 
 
This screening deeply coloured my reception to Gunner Palace to which we will come shortly in these reviews. 
 
 
Saturday, September 11 
 
La femme de Gilles [Gilles’ Wife] 
 Belgium/France/Luxembourg/Italy/Switzerland / Frédéric Fonteyne 
 Rating: *** 
 North American Première 
 Opened in France in October 2004 
 
In La Femme de Gilles, Director Frédéric Fonteyne explores the silences between people, the words not spoken, the emotional 
and physical spaces that separate us from each other.  We are in a town in rural France where Gilles works by day in a steel mill 
while his wife, Elisa, minds their two children.  The time is the mid-thirties, the scene is one of a happy family, and much of the 
light is a warm sepia.   
 
Gilles (Clovis Cornillac) and Elisa (Emmanuelle Davos) have a friendship, a marriage, where not much is said, and volumes pass 
in the small glances, the shared everyday bits of their lives.  Elisa is pregnant with their third child, and we soon observe that 
Gilles is attracted to Victoriènne, Elisa’s sister who is most decidedly not pregnant and quite flirtatious.  We see the glances, the 
shifting spaces between the three that Elisa does not want to believe even though the evidence is clear. 
 
Gilles for his part is jealous that Elisa might have any friendships beyond her family.  She stays with him even though he has 
lost her love because this is the only role she knows – being “la femme de Gilles”.  Eventually, though, nothing is left and Elisa 
realizes that this role is as empty as Gilles’ vest hanging to dry on the clothesline. 
 
The story is adapted from a book by Madeleine Bourdouxhe.  At the Q&A, Fonteyne spoke of how many stories, especially 
those set in wartime, tell us of the strength of men.  Bourdouxhe, instead, chose to write of the great heroism of women dealing 
with daily life. 
 
The performances by both Davos and Cornillac, coupled with Fonteyne’s direction, are strong, but often low-key.  Much is 
conveyed by a look, by body language, by the light, by small, unremarkable actions.  Fonteyne wanted a complete change from 
his previous, talky Une Liaison pornographique.  By leaving us to watch, to see without having to be told, he strengthens our 
bond with his characters and we feel their tragedy more for it. 
 
[Emmanuelle Davos also appeared in Rois et Reine which I saw a few days later.] 
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Gunner Palace 
 Germany/USA / Michael Tucker & Petra Epperlein  
 Rating: *** 
 World Première 
 
I came away from Gunner Palace thinking that the film’s purpose was to show Baghdad as it really is, from the troops’ point of 
view.  In some ways, Gunner Palace reveals more than it may have intended. 
 
Filming began in mid-2003 when Michael Tucker went wandering around Baghdad looking for an interesting company of 
soldiers to profile for his documentary.  The idea that such an act was even possible gives a certain unreality to the whole 
business, and shows how far the tenuous order imposed after the invasion has fallen apart. 
 
Tucker comes upon a unit, US Army 2/3 Field Artillery, who work out of a palace formerly occupied by Saddam’s son Uday.  
The place has been shot up a bit, but still boasts a working swimming pool that provides some R&R. The troops are remarkably 
candid about their situation – they feel they are still doing some good, but there is much despair in their voices.  Men trained for 
field battle are acting as policemen trying to keep rival factions in the city from warring with each other and with the occupying 
force.  This is not what they were trained to do. 
 
Although Tucker shoots as an independent filmmaker (rather than “embedded” media), there remains a sense that we are seeing 
the war through American eyes.  That’s inevitable because almost everywhere Tucker goes, he is travelling with his unit.  Rarely 
do we see the effects on Iraqis beyond some disruption in their city.  It’s almost as if the war really didn’t happen in some 
places. 
 
Tucker’s last Baghdad visit in February 2004 has a different feel.  The air is tense, the city less welcoming, and the war is not 
going as easily as its publicists predicted.  Looking back from the vantage of less than a year, we know how the situation would 
deteriorate; how car bombs, not just little roadside packages, would become part of daily life; how the body count would 
escalate with over 1,000 Americans killed and nearly 8,000 wounded. 
 
One member of the company is a rap poet, and he pops up from time to time almost as a chorus to comment on what we are 
seeing.  To Tucker’s credit, what could have been a trite gimmick gives us the real feelings of the soldiers better than any 
documentarian’s talking head could.  But we also see men who are completely out of their element, who ride around the city 
protected by their armour and weapons, who can only hope that they are doing some good. 
 
At the Q&A, two of the men, one now a Captain posted in New York State and one only days away from leaving the army, 
spoke of their frustrations.  They talked of the same problems of inadequate resources, of the lack of training, that we hear about 
every day in the US election campaign.  They would arrest people who were alleged to be terrorists, but nothing was ever found 
or proven about their captives.  They were just on a list to be picked up and off to prison they went leaving their families behind.  
This was before the atrocities committed to alleged terrorists were widely known. 
 
Eight people shown in Gunner Palace are now dead.  That is how Iraq has changed since the relatively simple days of the 
invasion and early occupation.  The tragedy is that there will be many more.  Watching these soldiers, I could not help 
wondering if we are seeing, in retrospect, what the start of the Viet Nam war must have felt like – the bravado, the idea that it 
would be over soon, the onset of a sense of futility.   
 
Gunner Palace needs to be seen in that wider context.  It is far more than a documentary about “our brave troops” fighting in a 
faraway country. 
 
 
Lila dit ça [Lila Says] 
 France / Ziad Doueriri 
 Rating: *** 
 
Lila dit ça is a coming of age movie with a twist.  Our title character is a blonde, sexy 16-year old girl (Vahina Giacante) living in 
an Arab neighbourhood in Marseilles.  She has a lively imagination about sex and loves to talk, to taunt the boys around her.  
Among them, Chimo (Mohammed Khouas), is unusual – he has none of the bravado of a teenage male and he has the makings 
of an artist as a writer.  Chimo’s rival for Lila’s attention is Mouloud (Karim Benhadou), a small-time gang leader who sees Lila as 
a tart, but one worth tasting. 
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Fairly early in the story, it was clear to me that Lila was actually a virgin, and all her talk of sex, her embarrassing revelations to 
Chimo, are just a front for her insecurity and a way to seem more than she is.  This holds the boy she really wants, Chimo, at a 
distance while egging on the attentions of Mouloud who is a sexist lout. 
 
There’s not much more to say about the plot.  Lila dit ça is more about its characters and how they are trapped by the images 
they make for themselves.  From the title, we expect that the film is mainly about Lila, but it’s really Chimo’s story.  Definitely 
worth seeing if it plays in Toronto. 
 
 
Forgiveness 
 South Africa / Ian Gabriel 
 Rating: **** 
 
The Festival’s spotlight this year falls on South Africa ten years after the end of apartheid.  Two films looking at the outcome of 
the Truth & Reconciliation Commission found their way into my schedule – Forgiveness and Red Dust (see Tuesday’s reviews). 
 
Forgiveness is the stronger of the two films even though is appears to have the smaller budget and is a first feature for the 
director, Ian Gabriel.  It played first at the ROM Theatre (noted for its subway vibrations obbligato) and then at the Cumberland, 
while Red Dust was a Gala at Roy Thomson Hall with a repeat at the Ryerson Theatre. 
 
The TRC has completed its hearings and has granted amnesty to Tertius Coetzee (Arnold Vosloo), a former policeman 
responsible for torture and murder.  He is deeply troubled by his past and wishes to be reconciled with the family of a man, 
Daniel Grootboom, he killed many years ago.   Coetzee comes to the town of Paternoster to visit the Grootbooms and seek their 
forgiveness, but things are not quite that simple. 
 
The father, Hendrik (Zane Meas) is tired in spirit and torn by both hatred for Coetzee and the recognition that his attempt at 
reconciliation is a noble act.  Ernest (Christo Davids), Daniel’s brother, is full of anger, not just at the white policeman, but at his 
own relative obscurity in the shadow of his brother’s memory.  Sister Sannie (Quanita Adams) is cool, but she secretly plots to 
have Coetzee killed by friends of Daniel.  These former freedom fighters have over a day’s drive to reach Paternoster, and Sannie 
must keep the hated Coetzee around long enough for them to arrive. 
 
Forgiveness has many dimensions.  A black family must be reconciled with a white policeman who murdered their son.  That 
policeman must be reconciled with his own past.  The family and the freedom fighters must be reconciled with the truth that 
Daniel was betrayed by one of them. 
 
 
Sunday, September 12 
 
Andrew and Jeremy Get Married 
 UK / Don Boyd 
 Rating: **** 
 World Première 
 
Andrew and Jeremy are two old fags, and I say that in the best possible sense.  Jeremy is a retired English teacher and Andrew, 
twenty years his junior, is a former bus driver.  Five years back, they met dancing in a bar, and they’ve been partners ever since.  
They’re an odd couple.  Jeremy lives in Chelsea with his books and his arty friends, while Andrew hails from South London and 
once had a problem with drugs.  
 
Both Jeremy and Andrew maintain their own homes so that they have the option of being apart, being somewhere without the 
other now and then.  We must take it for granted that they do sleep together because that part of their life was off limits to the 
cameras.  After all, do stories about straight people need a bedroom scene to establish that they are lovers? 
 
This is a heartwarming film, a genuine portrait.  Boyd followed the couple long enough that the camera disappeared, and what he 
captured was the day-to-day happenings of a great friendship.  There are good days and bad, and minor annoyances that any 
couple would expect and recognize, but love holds them together.  Yes, unabashedly, this is a romantic documentary. 
 
During the shoot, the UK established the right for gay couples to form registered partnerships, and our happy pair decides to 
wed.  There isn’t a dry eye in the house. 
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What struck me most about this story is that we’re not looking at a pair of buff, young guys who spend more time at the gym 
than anywhere else, but two older men who just love each other.  Both were at the screening (along with Don Boyd who could 
not believe that a full audience would turn up at 9:00 am on Sunday), and they’re just like they are in the film: natural, relaxed, 
funny, loving. 
 
A gem. 
 
 
Rois et Reine [Kings and Queen] 

 France / Arnaud Desplechin 
 Rating: ** 
 
Let’s get the bad new out of the way up front.  Rois et Reine clocks in at two and a half hours, and could easily have been cut 
by a third.  Even with such surgery, we would have characters with a confused background, too many plot threads and details 
and a heroine who fails my standard test – why should we care about her? 
 
Emmanuelle Davos (who also appears in La Femme de Gilles)  is Nora, a 35-year old whose father is ailing from cancer.  She has 
a son from a previous marriage as well as an ex-lover.  She is superficially normal, but with a touch of insanity. As the story 
unfolds, we learn that Nora shot her first husband and has a difficult relationship with her father.  He is mad for his daughter, but 
hates her superficiality and insensitivity. 
 
Ismäel (Mathieu Almaric) is a violist, part of a string quartet.  He is almost but not quite insane (a clear counterpart to Nora), and 
when we meet him he has just been committed against his will.  As a violist, he is clearly much more successful than most as he 
owes a bundle to the government for back taxes.  This is clearly not a starving artist.  Neither his sister nor parents (who were 
involved in getting him certified) nor his fellow quartet players like him. 
 
A pause here: Do you detect just a hint of problems with this setup?  Why would a quartet stay together not only with a player 
they dislike, but also who is less than reliable?  Why do we have a character who by rights should be flat broke having access 
to considerable loot of his own and owing a pile more in taxes?  Both Nora’s and Ismäel’s families are generally well off leaving 
us with a certain air of at least the idle middle class, if not the idle rich.  Poor darlings.  Anyhow, enough of my editorial sidebar. 
 
We see both Nora’s and Ismäel’s stories from their own points of view.  Part is told in flashbacks and dreams, and we have to 
sort out the bits and pieces for ourselves.  At its heart, Rois et Reine is about the way that relationships are not what they seem.  
As a technique, this is interesting, but there is just too much detail, and too many credibility gaps where we need to ignore that 
little voice whispering “wait a minute …”.  
 
This film gets my “worth seeing once” rating with the caveat that you should be interested in the director and the cast as an 
extra draw.  Otherwise, don’t waste your time. 
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Yes 
 UK / Sally Potter 
 Rating: *** 
 
Yes, I liked Yes, but with a few reservations. 
 
First off, stories of the upper middle class (see Rois et Reine above) are getting tiresome.  People who can buy whatever they 
want, but whose lives are all the more empty for it, need to have some real tragedy that won’t go away.  As one character will 
say “You think that you can buy me in a restaurant with a credit card”.  Maybe so, but the fairytale ending to Yes cost it one full 
star in my rating. 
 
The script for Yes had its start on September 12, 2001, when Sally Potter worked out her reactions to 9/11 by writing a dialogue 
for two characters “He” (a Moslem) and “She” (a white, privileged Westerner).  This is an angry exchange between two cultures 
that cannot begin to understand each other, and it survives as a pivotal scene in Yes.  This genesis presents dramatic problems 
because the characters of the larger story do not quite fit with the raw emotion of that exchange. 
 
All of this is by way of introduction to a fascinating piece of writing, direction and acting.  Yes is really a romantic comedy with a 
love affair between He (Simon Abkarian) and She (Joan Allen).  He is a Lebanese doctor working as a waiter in a posh London 
restaurant.  She is a scientist married to a well-off barrister (Sam Neill in a small role), and her marriage is utterly without interest.  
He and She meet at a banquet where He is a server and She a diner.  The scent of raw attraction draws them together in could be 
an amour fou (but I get ahead of myself). 
 
As I sat in the theatre, my ears kept telling me “this is really odd dialogue” until I woke up, my years listening to Shakespeare 
caught up with me, and I realized that the actors were all speaking verse, iambic pentameter no less.  Sally Potter at the Q&A 
said that the verse form came by itself, that the script wrote itself in that style, and moreover that she would give anything to 
write just one line as good as the Bard himself.  She is too modest. 
 
Yes, some of the scenes labour under the verse, but others sparkle.  In the restaurant kitchen, we have Potter’s equivalent of 
Shakespeare’s lower class: a Scot, a west-Indian, an east-end London punk, and our Lebanese waiter.  Their scenes are all in 
verse with lines broken among two or three characters and rhymes dropped in at odd places.  This is verbal choreography for 
quartet. 
 
There is a chorus (Shirley Henderson), a cleaning lady (who, says Potter, is invisible to all of the other characters just as 
cleaners are invisible to the rest of society).  Sometimes she appears briefly just to give us a knowing glance. 
 
I suppose that I should talk about the plot and characters a bit here lest you think that it’s all technique. 
 
He is torn by his love for Lebanon and guilt at what he could achieve as a doctor there, but works in England for the usual 
reason – the dream of making money in the West.  He is also a marvellous lover and certainly not shy, as a dinner scene 
between He and She will reveal.    
 
The love affair bubbles away until one day the crew in the restaurant kitchen starts talking about how foreigners are taking away 
jobs, and their real feelings about immigrants come out.  This breaks his cheery spirit and leads to the scene with She that is the 
seed from which this story grew.  He goes back to an apparently happy life in Lebanon. 
 
She is a spoiled, empty blonde who, frankly, doesn’t deserve the man who falls into her life.  Even after the breakup, she plans 
for a vacation in Cuba and sends him a ticket to come and rejoin her.  To my despair, He gives up a fulfilling life in his home 
country to join her and, one assumes, they all live happily ever after.   
 
The Chorus has a final comment (done as part of the credits) that “Yes” is probably the happiest word in the English language.  
(Shades of Molly Bloom in James Joyce, no doubt.)  I am not so sure. 
 
Special mention to Simon Abkarian: he is a successful actor in France, and Yes is his first feature film in English.  
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Three of Hearts: a postmodern family 
 USA / Susan Kaplan 
 Rating: **1/2 
  
Susan Kaplan, like Don Boyd in Andrew and Jeremy Get Married, came upon an existing relationship that attracted her as a 
documentary filmmaker.  A threesome, two men and a woman, are living together in a rather small flat in New York.  How does 
this sort of arrangement work?  What is the dynamic between these people?  Kaplan seems fascinated by the situation, and 
follows the trio for over a year.  Three of Hearts is the result. 
 
Let me introduce our main characters: 
 
Steven and Sam were a gay couple who lived together for five years.  Something was missing, although we will come to learn 
that this applied far more to Sam than Steven.  Sam asked whether they could add a woman to the mix since both he and Steven 
were bi.  Sam always gets what he wants, and after a few trials and failures, they found Samantha.  We pick up their story after 
they have been living as a trio for eight years. 
 
Thirteen years is a lot of history, and it is sketched in mainly by home videos.  Sam comes from a classically straight Italian 
family, except that his father is a Mafia hit man now in prison.  Steven is a college student from a middle class background.  They 
met when Steven was 19. 
 
Samantha, a would-be actress from Toronto’s east-Asian community, hooked up with Sam, and Steven later came to love her as 
part of the trio.  Right from the outset there is an inbalance, but neither the director nor the participants seem to be aware of it. 
 
When we meet them, the trio has decided to have a child.  It’s supposed to be another “threesome” effort (either man may be the 
father), but as with so many births, the arrival of Siena (yes, another “S”, and named after the Italian city complete with a 
spelling mistake) upsets the balance.  Samantha’s focus is on her daughter, and what was once a threesome turns into a couple, 
their child and their live-in lover.  They have separate lives and priorities. 
 
As if one baby has not produced enough upset, the trio decides to check Siena’s genetic parentage so that the “other father” 
can have a child by Samantha as well.  It turns out that Siena is Steven’s daughter, and so Sam and Samantha set out to have a 
child of their own.  Any fool (except those involved in making the film) can see that this is a recipe for disaster as Steven is 
already the “odd man out” in the family and this will only pull Sam and Samantha closer together.   
 
At about the same time, Steven’s gay side has led him to an affair with a man in San Francisco (maybe he wasn’t getting any at 
home, so to speak, but we will never know as the director’s bias clearly lies with Sam).  Although he had planned to stay around 
for the next child’s, he moves out just before Sullivan is born.  [The film only hints at the affair, but Sam’s sister who spoke with 
some of us after the screening confirmed this.]  The breakup is very bitter, and negotiating the separation agreement involves a 
lot of pettiness from Steven. 
 
At the end, Sam is off looking for another woman, but still living with Samantha to raise the two children.  Samantha herself is 
looking around for another partner. 
 
The film and the audience tended to side with the remaining couple – “they’re so devoted for the children” – and Steven is 
shown as a penny-pinching shit who quibbles over minor issues in the breakup and who eventually cut off support payments.  
My sympathies are mixed because clearly he was sidelined years ago and stayed in the trio hoping that things would turn more 
in his favour.  That’s what Kaplan seems to have missed – what was Steven’s story, how long did he try to keep a failing 
relationship alive and how did that affect him?  
 
Three of Hearts was a bookend to my Sunday that began with Andrew and Jeremy , and comparisons between the two films are 
inevitable.  Don Boyd had better material to work with in Andrew and Jeremy , but he also didn’t have to choose sides.  Their 
story is of a successful romance seen at its peak.  All the same, I feel that Boyd would have done a better job of showing us 
both men’s views had things gone awry.  Susan Kaplan never really explores the dynamic of a polyamourous relationship.  We 
see an existing trio who are already having problems without getting much sense of how they worked through the earlier happier 
days.  If you are expecting a documentary about how three people can live together, you will be disappointed. 
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Monday, September 13 
 
Kinsey 
 USA / Bill Condon 
 Rating: *** 
 
Liam Neeson and Laura Linney star as Alfred and Clara Kinsey, a couple who changed the way that people think about sexual 
relations.  Kinsey is a film with good parts, although there is a tad too much black hat / white hat in the characters for my liking. 
Isn’t Alfred Kinsey just a nice researcher, a dedicated scientist trying to “do good” for mankind?  Obviously those who object 
to sexual research will be conservative idiots, won’t they? 
 
We meet Kinsey as a biologist whose obsession is the flightless wasp.  He amasses an immense collection attracted by the fact 
that as flightless insects they must breed over a very short range and therefore have immense geographic variations in the 
species.  This is rather dry, obscure stuff, but it sets up both Kinsey’s reclusive character and his drive to obtain huge statistical 
sample sets with which there can be no argument. 
 
Kinsey’s father was a stuffed shirt of a preacher (John Lithgow) with a secret in his personal life.  He and Alfred are at odds, and 
we are never really sure by the end of the story whether they were reconciled. 
 
Clara is a student of Alfred’s, and they grow quite fond of each other, eventually marrying.  Relations between them take some 
effort, but it turns out (in an amusing vignette with their physician) that it’s only a matter of accommodating Alfred’s generous 
endowment.  Other married (and some unmarried) students are asking their friends for advice, and Kinsey realizes that there is a 
need for proper sex education.  (It is quite ironic to think of this being a topic suitable only for married university students.)  Out 
of this grows a realization that a detailed study of “what is normal” is needed so that people won’t all think of their needs and 
practices as unique.  The Kinsey study is born. 
 
We learn that Kinsey went to great lengths to ensure neutrality in his researchers, to prevent bias in the way that questions 
were asked and to ensure confidentiality in the data recording.  The scenes of subject interviews show how the researchers had 
to learn to be objective and supportive of the subjects as they revealed their private lives.  All the same, Kinsey’s technique 
seems to arrive fully formed, and it’s hard to believe that he didn’t fumble on his own way to perfecting them.  
 
Kinsey’s work, although controversial, is defended by the president of his College.  The first published volume on Male 
Sexuality is a bombshell and a best seller.  However, the second one on Female Sexuality appears during the McCarthy era when 
anything outside of mainstream thought was dangerous.  People were fascinated by what men do in their private lives, but the 
idea that women might also have rich and complex sexual lives went beyond the pale.  After all, men can do anything, but their 
wives and daughters were quite another matter.  Funding from public agencies dries up. 
 
The discovery of what real people did in bed with each other was a landmark in research.  Lurking in the subtext of Kinsey is the 
sense that we are now not far from another Dark Age quite similar to the one that nearly engulfed Kinsey himself. 
 
Although Kinsey is a good story, and complete enough that it acknowledges Kinsey’s flirtation with homosexuality, at the end I 
could not get past the actors to their roles.  They’re all wonderful people, but it’s the actors I see and hear on the screen, not the 
people underneath.  The political and social issues are almost trivialized, and periodic excursions in subplots don’t feel genuine.  
This artifice shows up in the art direction where everything is too clean, to achingly period – these are not places and clothes 
that real people live in.  (For a contrast, see Les Choristes immediately following.) 
 
Be sure to watch the credits. 
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Les Choristes 
 France/Switzerland / Christophe Barratier 
 Rating: ***** 
 Opened in France on March 17, 2004.   
 Alliance and Miramax are distributors in North America. 
 Inspired by the scenario for La Cage aux Rossignols [The Nightingales’ Cage] (1945) 
 
Les Choristes gets my “best of the festival” rating this year.  This is an amazingly warm film that has won hearts throughout 
France where it has sold 8 million tickets and 1 million copies of the soundtrack CD.  Les Choristes has been submitted as the 
French entry to the 2005 Oscars.   
 
This is a first feature by a director who previously worked as a producer of documentaries (including Microcosmos), and 
Christophe Barratier has given us a gem.  For some it may seem a bit quaint and rather nostalgic with a yearning for simpler 
times, but the story is universal. 
 
We begin in New York City where a conductor, Pierre Morhange (Jacques Perrin), learns that his mother has just died in France 
moments before he goes on stage.  Back in France, he is settling her effects on a rainy night when the doorbell rings.  It is 
Pépinot (Didier Flamand), a childhood friend from school who has brought Pierre a manuscript, the notebook of their beloved 
teacher who himself has recently died. 
 
That was no ordinary school.  Its name, Fond de L’Étang (literally the bottom of the pond) reveals that it is not only out in the 
country, but also a school for boys who have nowhere else, orphans and misfits.  Les Choristes is one long flashback to that 
school shortly after World War II. 
 
Clément Mathieu (Gérard Jugnot) arrives at the school gates for his new appointment as an assistant.  He is a teacher and a 
musician, and finds the rigid air of the school unsettling.  That air comes from its principal, Rachin (François Barléand), a 
martinet whose emphasis on strict rules and behaviour, not to mention cruel discipline, bring out all the sullenness and rebellion 
in the young boys one would expect.  Other teachers have a mix of resignation and roughness borne of the school’s style even 
though they may not agree with it. 
 
Mathieu discovers that some of the boys have an aptitude for singing and this leads him to think they might make a choir.  
Vocal lessons are difficult at first.  One hopeless boy is relegated to the job of music stand, while the young Pépinot (Maxence 
Perrin), is put in charge of the metronome.  Gradually a real choir and an esprit among the boys develops.  A very difficult bunch 
are transformed into angels, and the boys learn to respect someone who truly cares about them.   
 
Mathieu is also a composer, amateur to be sure, but his works suit the simple forces at his disposal.  (The music for Les 
Choristes was composed by Bruno Coulais and Christophe Barratier.)  Among the singers is a gifted boy soprano, the young 
Pierre Morhange (Jean-Baptiste Maunier) who will eventually become the conductor we met at the outset. 
 
Word of the choir’s prowess gets out, and the school’s benefactress comes to hear them.  Rachin, of course, takes credit for the 
whole thing. 
 
Meanwhile, another boy, a particularly bad sort, arrives from an institution.  He is a bully and a minor criminal who comes to be 
wrongly accused of stealing the school’s money.  He is packed off to prison, but when the truth comes out he is released with 
consequences I cannot reveal lest I mar the story. 
 
In the end, Clément Mathieu and his boys go on to better things.  Even Pépinot, who has waited every weekend for a visit from 
a father who will never come, finds a new life. 
 
There are many fine performances here, Jugnot’s among them, but especially of the child actors who give no sense of acting in 
their roles.   
 
For a taste, visit the beautiful website featuring music and photos from the film at http://www.leschoristes-lefilm.com. 
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The Assassination of Richard Nixon 
 USA/Mexico / Neils Mueller 
 Rating: *** 
 
Samuel Bicke (Sean Penn) is a furniture salesman, not a very good one, and working in a store that has less than first class 
merchandise.  His wife Marie (Naomi Watts) has just left him, but the message really doesn’t sink in until she and their children 
move away without notice.  Even the dog, who was left behind in the move, doesn’t care for him.  He is a very sad character. 
 
Bicke used to be in the tire business with his brother, and he has a crazy scheme to sell tires from a school bus.  This runs 
aground both because the bus (a junker owned by a friend) won’t run and because Bicke has no way to finance his operation. 
 
Enter the Federal government in the form of a small business loan agency.  They are busy, as all bureaucracies tend to be, but 
sympathetic if somewhat amused with his proposal.  Bicke needs the money to start his business not just for survival, but to 
prove that he can actually do something and, maybe, win back his wife and kids.  We know better.  How Marie put up with 
Samuel long enough to have two children is never explained, but we’ll take it on faith that he was a better man some time ago. 
 
Bicke has a strange sense of reality.  His frustration with society in general leads him to visit an office of the Black Panthers 
where he makes a small donation and offers suggestions to improve the group’s image.  His idea of calling them “Zebras” with a 
hope of attracting white support as well as black is on a par with his other schemes. 
 
The loan is refused, of course.  Bicke, sitting in his apartment with almost no money, about to be evicted and brooding on his 
future, watches the Watergate scandal unfold on television.  His target is clear – he must rid the country of the forces that keep 
the little people down starting at the top with Richard Nixon.  How to do it?  He will hijack a plane and have it flown into the 
White House! 
 
A small historical digression is in order: This film is based on a true story, and the attempted hijacking was the first to occur on 
U.S. soil.  Bicke dictated tapes and mailed them to many prominent figures who, for the purpose of this film, are condensed into 
one, Leonard Bernstein.  These tapes provided the dramatic starting point for the script written by Neils Mueller and Kevin 
Kennedy.  As in real life, the fictional Bicke is shot while the plane is still on the ground. 
 
Neils Mueller makes his directing debut with The Assassination of Richard Nixon, and in the process manages a small miracle – 
he keeps Sean Penn from chewing up the scenery at every opportunity.  According to the Q&A, Sean Penn had wanted to make 
this film for five years, and this may have provided the inspiration to play the character. 
 
Violence is rare, although we can see it’s never far from the surface in Bicke’s character.  The one time Penn runs loose it fits in 
the story, and his character is shot for his troubles.  [Some who are not fans of Mr. Penn’s work may find this an appropriate, if a 
tad excessive, form of criticism.]  This is no Death of a Salesman and Samuel Bicke is no Willy Loman, but there is a solid movie 
here.   
 
Sean Penn has moved off of my “approach with caution” list, but my real interest is in Neils Mueller.  Will his second feature 
show us a director who can find interesting stories and good characters, and present them well on the screen? 
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Der Neunte Tag [The Ninth Day]  
Germany/Luxembourg / Volker Schlörndorff 
Rating: ****½ 

 
Volker Schlörndorff has a special relationship with Toronto.  Twenty-five years ago, The Tin Drum offended the tender 
sensibilities of the Ontario film censors, and the film was cut for screening here.  This debacle was the beginning of the end for 
the censor board, and not long after the Film Festival negotiated a blanket exemption from cuts.  Indeed, every year we could be 
guaranteed one or two films whose sole purpose was to push the edges of what was shown on Toronto screens.  Schlörndorff 
remembers the way that Toronto came to his defence, and has a fondness for the city to this day.   
 
[For the record, I saw The Tin Drum, uncut, in Boston where the locals did not run sex-crazed from the theatre.  It is possible, 
although unlikely that if I had been prevented from viewing those few vital moments, I might have become a different person, 
and Ontario would be a better place.  Sigh.] 
 
This is Schlörndorff’s first attempt to address the Holocaust, a subject he could not contemplate filming until now.  After many 
films made in English for commercial reasons, Schlörndorff made Der Neunte Tag in German.  Anything else would have 
destroyed the realism of the production. 
 
The story is true.  In Dachau, there was a Pfarrenblok , a section reserved for clergy who were active in the resistance or 
otherwise troublesome to the Nazis.  Catholic priests were in a particularly sensitive situation if they worked against Hitler 
because this went against The Vatican’s “concord” with Berlin.  To oppose Hitler was also to oppose the Church. 
 
Ulrich Matthes, a fine stage actor from Germany, plays Kremer, a priest from Luxembourg who is interred in Dachau.  Conditions 
are appalling, and Schlörndorff includes enough to impress on us the horror of the place.  Unexpectedly, Kremer is released, but 
only on a nine-day pass.  The SS want him to return to Luxembourg and convince the bishop that recognition of the occupying 
Nazi regime would be good for the country.  The bishop has not left his church since the invasion, and every day he rings the 
church bell in an embarrassing protest.  To ensure Kremer’s co-operation, he is told that if he refuses to go or tries to escape, all 
of the clergy will be shot.  One of them meets a particularly gruesome end just as Kremer is leaving to ensure that he gets the 
message. 
 
On arriving in Luxembourg, Kremer meets the local SS officer Gebhardt (August Diehl), a young, intellectual man who almost 
became a priest but joined the Führer to do greater works.  Gebhardt tries to win Kremer over by appealing to what can be saved, 
how the Church will have a role in Hitler’s Europe after the war.  Kremer sees that he is being asked to play Judas, to betray his 
bishop by convincing him to stop the bell ringing and embrace the Nazis.  Later, we learn that another worm is already at work in 
the cathedral where the bishop’s assistant is much more sympathetic to the Germans, and would probably happily take over 
should the bishop succumb to his ill health. 
 
Kremer’s family lives in Luxembourg, and his brother, a war profiteer, arranges passage to Switzerland.  Kremer will not go, 
knowing that he would condemn his fellow priests to death.  After nine days, he returns to Dachau to everyone’s amazement.  
Against great odds, he survived the war and his story became first a book and, much later, this film. 
 
This is a story about dedication and belief.  Despite its context, the film is not particularly religious, and its focus the strength of 
the human spirit in horrific circumstances.  This is a runner-up for my favourite of the festival. 
 
[In a wry co-incidence, Ulrich Matthes appears in another film (reviewed later) as Joseph Göbbels.] 
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Tuesday, September 14 
 
Red Dirt 
 UK/South Africa / Tom Hooper 
 Rating: *** 
 
Red Dirt covers some of the same territory as Forgiveness (reviewed earlier), but it feels more like a commercial made-for-
America film.  Hilary Swank plays an expatriate South African, now a lawyer living in New York, who has come back home to act 
as counsel at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Smitsriver.  She doesn’t fit the part, and her presence throws off the 
balance in an otherwise good cast. 
 
The TRC hearings are to determine whether a policeman, Dirk Henricks (Jamie Bartlett), should be given amnesty for his acts of 
torture and murder during the apartheid regime.  One of his victims, Alex Mpondo (Chiwetel Ejiofor), is now a respected member 
of Parliament, but may, during his torture, have broken and named a close friend, Steve Sisela, as a fellow terrorist.  Alex’ 
memory is clouded by the 31-day impris onment, and he worries that his reputation may be ruined if the details come out. 
 
Sarah Barcant (Hilary Swank) represents Steve, who disappeared while Alex was imprisoned and has not been found.  She digs 
to find out what happened with Alex, Steve, Dirk and others who may have been involved. 
 
This is not a particularly complicated story.  Sarah tries to reconnect with her South African roots by helping her old teacher, 
Ben Hoffman (Marius Weyers), himself an activist but now ill and unable to carry on the work himself.  Alex is afraid of what 
may lie in his past, and indeed until the story plays out, he spends some time reviled for having betrayed a friend.  The strongest 
and most interesting character is Dirk, a man protecting his old supervisor by taking the blame for more than his own crimes.   
 
 
10eme Chambre, instants d’audiences [The Tenth District Court, Moments of Trials] 

France / Raymond Depardon 
 Rating: **** 
 
In the French equivalent of our Magistrates’ Court, the role of the presiding judge is far more active than we see in English 
courts and their descendents.  Although the prosecutor brings the charges and leads some of the questioning, the judge takes 
the major role. 
 
Raymond Depardon obtained unprecedented permission to film in one Paris courtroom.  For legal reasons, the names of the 
accused were changed, but all who appear here are real people pleading real cases.  Central to everything is Madame Justice 
Michèle Bernard-Raquin whose court we attend.  She is shrewd, fair and humourous, but not one to be crossed.  One man 
defending himself on an illegal weapons charge tries to argue about the meaning of the Civil Code, but gets little sympathy.  
Another tries to justify his stalking behaviour as a crime of passion to an incredulous court and receives the sentence he 
deserves. 
 
Among the serious cases are a wealth of minor ones that show the foibles of everyday life.  A woman arrested for drunk driving 
argues that she only drinks now and then, and only good wine.  Another driver was just going a few blocks from a party to 
home after “only one drink”.  They are simple, sympathetic people, but they should have known better. 
 
The strangest case, and a sad commentary on the French legal system, is that of a Turkish immigrant who is a professional 
pickpocket.  Police nabbed him in the métro – they have seen him many times before.  He has a long list of convictions and many 
10-year bans on entering the country.  Throughout the hearing he claims that he has been framed and, after his conviction, he 
will certainly appeal.  There is an air between the judge (exasperated) and the pickpocket (respectful, but pleading innocence) 
that is of old adversaries meeting again. 
 
10eme Chambre is a wonderful snapshot of the routine, day-to-day life of the lower courts.  The participants, all real, make one 
wonder why an author ever needs to invent human behaviour, merely to observe it.  We even have cool but firm prosecuting 
counsel, and defence counsel who are caricatures of overblown rhetorical excess.  In the middle sits Madame Justice Bernard-
Raquin with her clear view of the law and fair handling of the accused.  We should all be so lucky to have courts like this. 
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Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Roméo Dallaire 
 Canada / Peter Raymont 
 Rating: *** 
 World Première 
 Airing later this season on the CBC 
 
Ten years ago, Canadian Lieutenant General Roméo Dallaire had the hopeless task of leading the UN forces in Rwanda.  Despite 
the threat of civil war, then the ongoing genocide, the UN stood by and did nothing.  The meagre troops sent to Rwanda were 
not allowed to open fire other than to defend themselves, and they were forced to watch while people hacked each other to 
death in the streets.  Rwanda is a dark chapter for the UN, for Canada, and for all countries that profess to have an interest in far-
off lands, in bringing peace and stability from the superior west to quell savagery elsewhere.  No westerners, except maybe the 
troops, were at risk in Rwanda, just a bunch of poor blacks in a country that has no strategic export commodity like oil. 
 
Time and again, Dallaire’s bosses in New York at the UN underestimated the gravity of the situation, of the impending slaughter 
that would be possible if the country was not brought under control.  He was ignored. 
 
Meanwhile, the western media spent hours following the trial of O.J. Simpson, a petty murderer.  It was sensational and easy to 
cover.  Nobody cared about the piles of dead bodies in Africa, and they upset viewers’ dinnertime new hours. 
 
Little mention is made of the Church and the advocacy role it might have played.  When a Hutu priest who granted sanctuary to 
over a thousand Tutsis in his church decided to change sides, Dallaire could do nothing while the church was first demolished 
and then burned.  That priest is now on trial for war crimes, but in absentia as he fled Rwanda and will likely never pay for his 
crime. 
 
Despite the ludicrous situation, Dallaire stayed on trying to do some good for people, and gradually his psyche implodes from 
the horror and pressure of it all.  
 
I know that it’s probably un-Canadian of me to say this, but I found that there was too much Dallaire and not enough Rwanda in 
this documentary for my taste.  The occasion is Dallaire’s return to Rwanda for a 10th anniversary in 2004.  Although he’s a hero 
in Canada, his visit is poorly arranged, and he arrives at his old headquarters building unheralded.  Only after someone 
recognizes him does he gain entry, and then is treated much as one would an old visiting relative rather than a man whose 
personal mission was to raise the plight of Rwanda to the world.  Why is this?  We never find out. 
 
He speaks at a conference where a Belgian, a fellow panel member for whom the only issue is that Dallaire might have prevented 
the deaths of a few Belgian troops under his command, verbally attacks him and manipulates media coverage to emphasize the 
Belgian story.  The way Raymont presents this is intriguing: the film shows the greater insult being to Dallaire rather than to the 
800,000 dead Rwandans his troops could not protect.  Belgium, by the way, was a former colonial power in Rwanda.  Is Dallaire 
pushed out in the cold, again, as part of some international plot to spin the story, or is his Canadian-made sainthood – the man 
who would not give up on Rwanda – just a little too good to be true? 
 
Ninety minutes is a long time to spend on one man’s demons especially when there is larger story to tell.  This is a vital story of 
our time, but it could have been told much better. 
 
[Another film covering the same territory, this time with a fictionalized version of Dallaire (played by Nick Nolte), also appeared 
at the Festival, Hotal Rwanda.  It received the audience award for best picture.  Paul Rusesabagina, the man who sheltered 
hundreds of Tutsis in his hotel, attended the screening and received a long ovation.  His people were eventually turned over to 
Dallaire’s forces, but I do not know their fate.  Hotel Rwanda did not make it into my schedule, and I cannot comment further on 
the film except to note that it already has commercial distribution in both Canada and the USA.]  
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Going Upriver: The Long War of John Kerry 
 USA / George T. Butler 
 Rating: **** 
 World Première 
 Opened across North America on October 1, 2004 
 
Going Upriver is a film that is needed and should be seen not just because it paints a strong portrait of Senator John Kerry, but 
because it allows us to look back on the days of protest during the United States’ last great military folly, the Vietnam War. 
 
George Butler is a 40-year-long friend of Kerry and has access to a great deal of material from Kerry’s life in addition to Butler’s 
own thousands of still photographs.  An audience must approach such a documentary with a grain of salt when, after all, one of 
its goals is to set the record straight on Kerry’s Vietnam history.  The larger story, though, is the context.  This is an era 
unknown to two generations who grew up after the war was over, for whom the duplicity of Johnson and Nixon in prosecuting 
the war is only vague history, not the stuff of current political uproar. 
 
We learn about Kerry’s missions in Vietnam and the infamous “Swift Boats”, brainchildren of Admiral Zumwalt who wanted a 
fast powerful boat that would allow the navy to establish a strong presence in the rivers and deltas of the war zone.  These 
boats had only two problems: first, they were very noisy and the enemy could hear them approaching from miles away; second, 
the strategy made the crews sitting ducks in the middle of rivers where the enemy could easily hide in the brush and trees on 
shore. 
 
The men had no sense of why they went on some missions, why some villages deserved to be attacked, but it was their duty to 
prosecute the war.  Kerry fought with distinction and earned his decorations, but in a war that had lost sight of its purpose, a 
war that was a mistake.  The parallels with Iraq are eerie and frightening. 
 
Kerry returned home to take up the cause of protest against the war, and became the head of “Vietnam Veterans Against the 
War”.  He spoke at rallies, to the media and, most tellingly, to Congress.  Footage from many of these events reminds us how 
much more authoritarian the security forces have become both through the rise of Conservatism and the 9/11 tragedy’s use to 
justify acts unthinkable forty years ago. 
 
We hear Nixon on his White House tapes bemoaning Kerry’s success at the Congress.  In due course, the Nixon gang has 
someone to oppose Kerry, the same man who would be George W. Bush’s “Swift Boat” counter to Kerry’s claims.  The 
Republicans have very long memories. 
 
Watching this film, I found myself reliving the feelings of the era, my contempt for the role of the presidency, the military and the 
police.  The sad irony is that with the powers now available, the protests mounted in the 60s would never have been allowed.  
The press would have been silent, or reduced to a few easily ignored outsiders.  “Liberal” was not yet a four-letter word. 
 
Someone else in the audience had the same emotions, only at a much higher pitch.  Bobby Mueller, chair of the Vietnam 
Veterans’ Association, was seeing the film for the first time.  As he spoke during the Q&A, the anger and emotion welled up in 
his voice as he talked of the huge losses to the United States but especially to Vietnam.  He felt anew the anger of losing so 
many friends, of coming home himself a casualty, for a war that should not have been attempted.  For him, Iraq is Vietnam déja 
vu.   
 
Less than a week before, he had watched a right-wing demonstration in Washington where someone came over to talk to the vet 
in a wheelchair.  When they saw his Kerry button, they said “you should have died in Vietnam”. 
 
This is the kind of America George W. Bush and his Conservative allies have built for the 21st century.  May they be swiftly and 
soundly defeated. 
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Wednesday, September 15 
 
Der Untergang [The Downfall] 
 Germany / Oliver Hirschbiegel 
 Rating: ***½ 
 
Der Untergang is the story of the last days of the Third Reich seen mainly through the eyes of Hitler’s last secretary, Traudl 
Junge, who was still alive when work began on this project  The script by Bernd Eichinger is based on “Inside Hitler’s Bunker” 
by Joachim Fest and on “Until the Final Hour” by Traudl Junge and Melisa Müller. 
 
Bruno Ganz is extraordinary in his role of Hitler, the most-hated man in the 20th century.  His depiction has raised much 
controversy in Germany for showing Hitler as too humane, too kind, and thereby playing into the sensibilities of the neo-Nazis 
for whom Hitler is a misunderstood hero and martyr.  I cannot speak from a German perspective, but to me such claims are 
nonsense.  First off, nobody becomes the head of a country like Germany without considerable personal attractiveness and the 
ability to inspire love and trust.  Second, by the time we meet Hitler, he is barely able to grasp to the reality of his defeat.  His 
mood swings between gentleness to close personal friends, his only solace, and maddened frustration with his impotence to 
stop the onslaught.  At times he is nearly insane, not as a monster, but as someone who cannot see the world as it is.  The 
monstrosity comes from the power he wielded and the further carnage he might have wrought. 
 
We can see the greater tragedy in the faces of the remaining generals who know all is lost, and in the Hitlerjugend who still 
vainly think that they can mount a counterattack against the Russian tanks moving into Berlin.  They have trusted their Führer, 
their father-figure, and he has led them to ruin. 
 
The action in the bunker is full of the small details of any bureaucracy, albeit one near collapse. Meals are served and eaten.  
Protocol is maintained.  Generals who know the worst serve their leader and attempt to carry out his nonsensical orders.  Plans 
are made even though the troops needed to carry them out no longer exist, are hopelessly outnumbered or are nowhere near 
where Hitler thinks they are.  Meanwhile, Berlin is under siege.  Bach plays on the soundtrack as bombs and artillery rounds 
destroy the city. 
 
This is not a pretty film to watch.  We see children killed in the streets above while Frau Goebbles administers a sleeping draft 
and then suicide capsules to all of her children in the bunker below. 
 
At the end, the city is in ruins.  Traudl Junge picks her way through the streets and the Russian troops, one of the survivors 
who will carry on with life to make, one day, a new Germany. 
 
The real Junge appears in a postscript where she holds that people who claimed not to know what was happening in Germany 
should have known, could have known if they wanted to.  She like so many others was blinded by her faith in Hitler. 
 
I cannot say that I enjoyed Der Untergang.  This is not the sort of thing one enjoys the way one would sit through Hamlet 
despite all the bodies on the floor at the end.   At two and a half hours, it struck me as a bit long, although I suspect that 
Hirschbiegel wants to wear down the audience, to make us really feel a bit of the effect of living through the bombardment.  One 
problem he faces is that, of course, we all know the way things will end.  The interest lies in the sidebars to the main story, in the 
scenes between people, the many tragedies and the few hopeful events along the way.  
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Double Dare 
 USA / Amanda Micheli 
 Rating: **** 
 
Jeannie Epper and Zoë Bell are stunt performers, women in a part of the movie business that is still dominated by men.  In 
Double Dare, we meet Jeannie, the grand matriarch of the Hollywood trade and Zoë, a newcomer with an impressive resumé. 
 
Stunt doubles stand in for actors when is too dangerous for the actor or beyond their own athletic abilities.  They have a range 
of skills including the ability to fight, to fall off moving objects, tables, cliffs, to wield weapons safely but impressively, to jump 
tall buildings in a single bound … well, you get the idea.  There’s a lot of specialization.  For example, the best stunt driver in 
Hollywood is a woman. 
 
Women came to stunt work late in Hollywood’s history.  Many early films were Westerns, and it’s amazing what you can hide 
under those long skirts.  As times, plots and costumes changed, female doubles were needed. 
 
Jeannie Epper, now in her early 60s, is best known as the double for Lynda Carter in the “Wonder Woman” TV series.  There 
was a lot of running, jumping and generally dodging around, complicated by the high-heeled boots in early seasons, and Carter 
needed a double.  Jeannie is still working both as a double and as a teacher and mentor to other family members who are all part 
of the stunt business.  One director jokes that a bar brawl in one of his films is half made up of her relatives! 
 
Zoë is from New Zealand where her first love was gymnastics.  Even though she was a rookie, she landed a plum assignment – 
doubling for Lucy Lawless as Xena, Warrior Princess.  Ah the wonders of makeup!  A blonde with a lip piercing morphs into a 
double for Xena.  Careful choices of camera angles and editing make spotting the double tricky even on a big screen.  When 
production finished on Xena, Zoë had to make a critical decision to try breaking into the industry in Hollywood.  It’s a tough 
game in a trade where there is still a “men’s club” for stuntwork and there are more female performers than jobs. 
 
Zoë gets lucky on two counts.  She meets Jeannie Epper through Amanda Micheli’s documentary project.  Epper acts as a 
mentor and adds to her training, although Zoë cannot yet work in the US.  A huge break comes when Quentin Tarantino, 
auditioning for Uma Thurman’s double in Kill Bill hires Zoë – she can work on this project because it will be made overseas, 
largely in China. 
 
There’s a lot of fun and action in this film, and we see stuntwork from a different point of view – both for its risk and complexity, 
and for the skill it requires that is rarely recognized as the work of an individual artist. 
 
Dangerous, yes.  Right at the end of the Kill Bill shoot, Zoë injures her right arm.  She will not be able to work for a year while it 
heals.  Jeannie’s daughter suffered a neck injury about four years ago in a stunt fall and had already had one operation by the 
time Double Dare was in production.  A second operation, conducted while the film was screening in Toronto, was nearly a 
disaster as she was given the wrong meds and almost died.  She will not work in the stunt business again. 
 
This is one of those “behind the camera” documentaries we film junkies love so much, but it’s worth your time to see a vital part 
of the movie business that usually goes by so fast you don’t notice. 
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Le Cou de la girafe [The Giraffe’s Neck] 
 France / Safy Nebbou 
 Rating: **** 
 
One of the joys of the film festival is to see first features by new directors.  Safy Nebbou has been making shorts since 1997, and 
with Le Cou de la girafe  we see the makings of a great new talent.  Nebbou had the great fortune here to work with two excellent 
actors, Sandrine Bonnaire and Claude Rich. 
 
There are three principal roles: a grandfather, his daughter and his great-granddaughter.  Paul (Claude Rich) is recovering from 
heart surgery, and has moved into a residence from his apartment in Paris.  He has been a single father for 30 years since his wife 
Madelaine left with his best friend and moved far away.  Hélène, his daughter (Sandrine Bonnaire), never knew her mother, and 
in some ways is out of touch with her father too.  Mathilde (Louisa Pili) is Hélène’s daughter.  She is rather precocious, but is 
very fond of Paul. 
 
As the story begins, Hélène and Mathilde are driving off to visit Paul, and Mathilde dictates every detail of the passing scene 
into a recording.  This annoys her mother, but the recording has a purpose – it will allow Mathilde to secretly visit her 
grandfather. 
 
Mathilde discovers a cache of letters from her grandmother, and sets off to persuade Paul to go off to Biarritz in search of his 
long-lost wife.  It’s a long shot.  Paul tracks down his old friend only to find that he is in a seniors’ home and Madelaine left 25 
years ago.  Hélène catches up with them and Paul is dispatched back to Paris.  There he will visit his old flat and a bookstore (Le 
Cou de la girafe) that he had owned before he retired. 
 
Meanwhile, it turns out that Hélène knows where her mother is now living in a small town in Spain.  Hélène and Mathilde drive 
off to find their missing family member.  They arrive in a quaint, quiet town where Mathilde asks directions in passable Spanish, 
but then tells her mother that she didn’t understand a word of the answer.  She may be fibbing – the response was simple 
enough that I who do not speak Spanish understood it – but it’s a good joke. 
 
They drop into a bakery where, it turns out, they have just missed Madelaine and she’s walking off down the street.  The final 
meeting between mother, daughter and granddaughter contains a poignant twist I cannot reveal.  The three walk away, around a 
corner and out of the picture, and there our story ends. 
 
This is a tale about communication, or the lack of it, among friends and family, and the need to stay in touch while it is still 
possible.  Warm, haunting and definitely worth seeing. 
 
A note about Louisa Pili: watching her act, one is struck by the combination of youthful innocence and experience beyond her 
years.  Five hundred children auditioned for the role until Nebbou found one who could be a child, but who could hold her own 
in adult conversation.  Without her to balance off the two adults, the film would not work.  With her, it’s a delight. 
 
 
Thursday, September 16 
 
Stage Beauty 
 UK / Richard Eyre 
 Rating: **** 
 Opening October 2004 
 
Ned Kynaston (Billy Crudup) is an actor, but not just any actor, he is the finest woman on the English stage.  Her Desdæmona 
brings down the house night after night.  Women are not allowed to appear in the theatre, and male actors take all of the roles.  
Ned was schooled from his youth as a female actor and has become a great star, but lost something of himself in the process. 
 
The time is the Restoration, and Charles the First has just returned to the throne after exile in France where he learned rather 
more liberal tastes that will prove to be Ned’s undoing.  
 
Ned’s dresser, Maria (Claire Danes), is secretly in love with him, but also yearns to appear on the stage herself.  She has 
memorized all of his roles and, late one night, makes off with a costume to appear in a production at a local tavern.  Word gets 
around, and other women take an interest.  One of them is the king’s mistress, Nell (Zoë Tapper).  She asks “Charlie” to rescind 
the ban on women in the theatre (after all, they have been doing it for ten years in France), and he is only too glad to oblige if 
only to rile the Puritanical clergy.  
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Ned dismisses the idea of women playing women and refuses to work with any actress, but this is his undoing.  Nell convinces 
the king to prohibit men from playing women’s roles.  With his regular work banned, Kynaston falls to working in low-class 
music halls.  Meanwhile Maria’s brief career as a novelty is ending as other actresses eclipse her skills.  She is, after all, copying 
Ned’s performances and so is a woman playing a man playing a woman in a style that has gone out of fashion. 
 
Now we come to a command performance of Othello.  Maria is the only actress available to play Desdæmona and the role of 
Othello is taken, unexpectedly, by Ned.  What follows is a very modern version of Shakespeare that would be more at home in 
the 20th century, and with an edge of our seat climax for both the 17th and 21st century audiences. 
 
At the end, Ned is still unsure whether he prefers to be a man or a woman. 
 
I have given Stage Beauty four stars, but grudgingly.  It is no Shakespeare in Love although I’m sure the producers were 
hoping for something in that vein.  The screenplay is by Jeffrey Hatcher and is based on his own play The Compleat Female 
Stage Beauty.  Hatcher is no Tom Stoppard, and there are no extended references to other parts of Othello.  This is partly a 
technical problem – Desdæmona doesn’t have a lot to do in the rest of the play which, after all, is mainly about Othello and Iago.  
But Stage Beauty looks good in the best tradition of British film, even if the characters have a more than a whiff of the 20th 
century about them. 
 
Rupert Everett plays His Majesty in an over-the-top performance.  The King is probably the only person who could upstage Mr. 
Kynaston’s theatrics.  Royalty being royalty, we have a particularly ripe private performance at court with Nell as a 
swashbuckling man, and the King in very rough drag. Billy Crudup and Claire Danes are quite wonderful in their roles.  Crudup 
as Ned manages the delicate balance between being a man, and being a man who has grown more accustomed, more comfortable 
being a woman.  Danes as Maria could have been just a lovesick fool, but she is much more. 
 
Coming soon, and definitely worth seeing. 
 
 
A Good Woman 
 UK/Italy / Mike Barker 
 Rating: *** 
 Based on Lady Windermere’s Fan by Oscar Wilde 
 
I will not attempt to critique Oscar Wilde.  That would be foolish, and I am sure that from beyond the grave he would mount a 
scathing but ever so witty critique against my meagre works.  No, I will leave Mr. Wilde in peace. 
 
Mike Barker and his screenwriter Howard Himelstein are another matter.  Why could they not leave well enough alone?  Tidy up 
Wilde a bit, adapt the scenes for the cinema rather than the stage, find a company of actors who can act in a consistent style?  
Alas, we find ourselves watching a movie that is very good in spots, but could have been great. 
 
The story is classic Wilde, a comedy of manners and social graces that turns on the petty prejudices and misconceptions of 
society folk who will take a good rumour over solid fact any day. 
 
Mrs. Stella Erlynne (Helen Hunt) has left New York where her reputation precludes forming a liaison with anyone who could 
support her in her accustomed manner.  Off she goes to Amalfi where she befriends a newlywed American couple, Robert 
Windermere (Mark Umbers) and his wife Meg (Scarlet Johansson) on whose fan the story will turn.  [The similarities to 
Desdæmona in Stage Beauty are purely an accident of festival scheduling, and the outcome far more benign.] 
 
Robert appears to be having an undue interest in Ms. Erlynne while Meg is courted by the oily, unprincipled Lord Darlington 
(Stephen Campbell Moore). 
 
I must make special mention of Tom Wilkinson who plays Tuppy, the divorced millionaire who will end up with Stella.  
Wilkinson is one of those actors who shows up again and again in supporting roles (he is the theatre manager in Stage Beauty, 
for example), but who rarely gets to shine on his own.  Here, the brilliant romance and screen chemistry are between Wilkinson 
and Helen Hunt who both have a wonderful time with their roles. 
 
The script and direction have real problems.  I felt that I was watching two movies that had been artlessly cut together.  One set 
of actors, be they English or American, actually knows how to act, and especially how to deliver Wilde’s one-line zingers so that 
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they drift effortlessly into the conversation.  The others, the ones speaking at best bastardized Wilde, really leave me bored and 
feel badly out of place.  Ms. Johansson is among them, and is clearly a lightweight in a role where she is supposed to be a star.  
 
And so my recommendation: Go to see A Good Woman and try to focus on the really good parts, the text by Wilde, the actors 
who can act it. 
 
 
Millions 
 UK/USA / Danny Boyle 
 Rating: **** 
 
What would you do if £250,000 fell out of the sky just after you had been having a nice chat with the Patron Saint of Television, 
St. Clare of Assissi?  Even worse, what would you do if it all became worthless in a less than one month thanks to Euro-
conversion? 
 
This is the territory of Danny Boyle’s latest, a Christmas film with more than a little divine intervention.  Boyle is best known for 
Trainspotting, and on a more obscure note two gems of past festivals – Strumpet (never released in North America) and 
Vacuuming Completely Nude in Paradise (Death of a Salesman meets post-Thatcher England, spotted once on cable but never 
seen in theatres here).  Millions is clearly Boyle’s shot at a mainstream film, and he has succeeded wonderfully. 
 
A family of two boys and their father (recently-widowed) have just moved into a brand new house in the Liverpool suburbs.  
The younger brother, Damien (Axel Etel) has a fascination with the lives of the saints, and his heroes are not football stars but 
the luminaries of Catholic history.  He is not a bible-toting, scripture-quoting bore, but simply a lad who admires good people 
and has himself a strong sense of right and wrong.  The saints return his admiration by dropping in for a visit now and then. 
 
His brother Anthony (Lewis McGibbon) is much more cynical about everything, and offers his brother advice about how to fit 
in with his new school chums – don’t do anything weird like talking about saints as your heroes, for starters. 
 
Moving into a new house means lots of cardboard boxes from many new appliances, and Damien quickly transforms these into a 
small fort by the railway tracks running behind his home.  He’s talking to St. Clare about how his Dad (James Nesbitt) is going to 
get on without Mom when, LO!, a satchel full of loot falls out of the sky, demolishes the fort and lands in his lap.  This is too 
good to be true, especially for Anthony, but Damien insists that the money be given away to the poor.   
 
Now all he has to do is find some poor folk while not giving away the secret of his new-found wealth.  Dropping a £1000 roll into 
a charity collection bin for well construction in Africa is not exactly a way to avoid attention, and word of the money starts to 
get around. 
 
I’m not going to give away a bunch of very good jokes, although a trio of Mormons does find that God does work in quite 
mysterious ways (assisted by St. Nicholas who speaks Latin with subtitles).  They are comforted by His work, as you will see. 
 
Of course, there has to be a bad guy dressed all in black who, with a nice touch, is announced by a Darth Vader-esque sound 
effect whenever he appears.  He is one of a gang of train robbers, the loot is theirs and they want it back. 
 
By now the dual goals of converting as much of the cash to Euros (or anything else) and avoiding the crook have stirred the 
plot nicely, and the folks “up there” realize that they have to take a more active role.  St. Peter (with a thick Liverpudlian accent) 
arranges things and, in the middle of the chase, St. Joseph makes a cameo appearance as himself in a nativity pageant.  Watch 
for the disappearing donkey.  Oh yes – there is a star and it brings a special surprise for the boys. 
 
In the end, the money – well, most of the money – finds its way back to the Bank of England, but Santa Claus didn’t leave our 
friends empty-handed.  The film ends with a fantastical voyage and much celebration. 
 
This was easily the funniest movie I saw in the Festival, but I’m going to be a Scrooge and give it only four stars because the 
ending is too cute. 
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Brodeuses [Embroiderers] 
 France / Eléonore Faucher 
 Rating: *** 
 Opening in France on October 14, 2004 
 
[Oh gentle reader.  Take pity on me.  This is my 27th film and it’s been a long week.  I must admit to dozing off briefly during the 
screening, although it did not appear that I missed much.  Moral:  Don’t schedule “small”, quiet films at the end of a long day.] 
 
Brodeuses is a first feature from Eléonore Faucher, a simple story that is told well, but which (possibly due to my own fatigue) 
left me wondering whether I would have better spent the time in bed.   
 
Claire (Lola Naymark) is a 17-year old working in a supermarket and living with her parents.  She discovers that she is pregnant 
but hides the fact while she can making up a bizarre story that her weight gain is the result of treatments for cancer.  (Her friends 
don’t believe her any more than you or I would.)  Eventually, she moves out to find a new life. 
 
This comes through her new landlady, Madame Melikian (Ariane Ascaride), who takes her on as an apprentice.  Melikian works 
in embroidery and fashions pieces for the high-end Paris market.  She is lonely and still in grief at the loss of her son to a road 
accident.  Claire is adjusting to the idea of becoming a mother while finding skill and self-assurance in her new art. 
 
Nothing much happens in the dramatic sense, but we watch as Melikian passes on her craft to the younger Claire, and a bond is 
formed between the two women. 
 
This film may show up with an English title something like “A Common Thread” which, to my mind, is both simplistic and far too 
cute for the metaphor at work here. 
 
Friday, September 17 
 
[Today I slept in – ah, deliciousness! – and started my festival day at noon.] 
 
Un Amore Ritrovato [English Title: An Italian Romance / Literally: A Love Rediscovered] 
 Italy/France / Carlo Mazzacurati 
 Rating: ** 
 
For some inexplicable reason, except maybe the scarcity of Italian films this year, Un Amore Ritrovato was a Gala presentation.   
 
The setting is Fascist Italy shortly before, and later near the end of the war.  Giovanni (Stefano Accorsi) is married, but years 
earlier had loved Maria (Maya Sansa).  He has a decent, respectable job.  One day, while riding on a train, he spots Maria on the 
platform.  This is the beginning of a rekindled love, but it’s a folly that threatens to send Giovanni’s life out of control. 
 
The two meet, they make love, they separate.  Something must be happening, but it’s a secret to our characters because there is 
almost no development, no sense of lives and love growing together.  War comes, and Giovanni’s off to battle.  At the end, he 
returns to find Maria married and with a child that may be his. 
 
For me, an acid test about any story is “why should I care about these characters?”  Giovanni is happily married with no intent 
of separation, but he is possessive and unreasonable with Maria.  Why should she continue the affair, a lopsided one which 
exists only because Giovanni never let go of his past love. 
 
The film runs one hour and 38 minutes, but feels as if it could have ended two or three times at points that would be a logical 
conclusion and let us back out into the sunshine earlier.  That’s a mark of bad writing – a short story padded out to a novel – 
and bad direction – a director who cannot signal clearly which outcome he prefers. 
 
The best part (and the reason for the second star above) is a running gag on the trains our lovers ride every day.  There are two 
older women who always travel together.  One is married and always takes home-cooked delights to her husband’s workplace.  
The conductor hungers for the food, but she always refuses him.  By the end of the war, the woman is a widow, and the 
conductor can finally marry the woman of his dreams. 
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Cinq fois deux [5 x 2] 
 France / François Ozon 
 Rating: ** 
 
Cinq fois deux caught my eye thanks to the director, François Ozon, whose Sous le sable so moved me at the 2000 festival.  
Sadly, this new work is not in the same league. 
 
Ozon was inspired by Ingmar Bergman’s Scenes from a Marriage, and sets out to show us a union that has gone terribly sour.  
He does this by presenting five vignettes working backwards in time from the couple’s divorce to the day they first met. 
 
We start with the divorce.  Gilles (Stéphane Freiss) and Marion (Valérie Bruni-Tedeschi) have signed the papers, and have gone 
off to a hotel for one last fling.  Marion decides that she really doesn’t want to go through with it, but Gilles (a real shit right to 
the end) rapes her anyway.  This might have been a good place to leave, and some did.  I soldiered on. 
 
We move back to the disintegrating marriage.  The couple visits a pair of gay friends for dinner, and one friend (why is the only 
sensitive man in this film gay?) asks Marion whether things are all right with her and Gilles.  She says that they have been 
through a bad patch, but life is improving now.  Wishful thinking. 
 
Now we’re at the birth of Nicholas, their only child.  Marion is in labour and frantically calls Gilles’ cellphone leaving messages 
for him to join her.  He drives around the city ignoring what is happening. 
 
Next comes the marriage.  After the party, Gilles falls asleep on the wedding bed while Marion wanders out to the beach by the 
hotel.  There, she meets a visiting American and has a quickie in the bushes.  This man may very well be Nicholas’ father. 
 
Finally, the first meeting.  Marion is alone at a resort where she meets the older Gilles on the beach.  He has a partner of four 
years, but is attracted to Marion and soon they are together. 
 
This is another film (possibly suffering by viewing right after Un Amore Ritrovato) where a woman tragically falls for and stays 
with a man who doesn’t deserve her.  Seeing their life in reverse sequence, we can easily spot the signs in early days, but our 
heroine would have to be quite thick to have missed them too.  In my less charitable moments, I felt that they deserved each 
other.  This is probably not what Ozon intended. 
 
  
 
Isn’t This a Time!  A Tribute Concert for Harold Levanthal 
 USA / Jim Brown 
 Rating: *** 
 World Prèmiere 
 
Harold Levanthal started as a promoter of country music in 1953 and supported many artists through their early careers:  The 
Weavers, Arlo Guthrie, Peter, Paul and Mary, Theodore Bikel and Leon Bibb.  Fifty years later, in Carnegie Hall last fall, they 
mounted a tribute concert to Harold.  At that time, the Weavers had not performed together for 28 years. 
 
This is a film that is trapped between being a documentary of the life and times of Harold Leventhal, and being a concert film of 
the tribute.  It is less than satisfying on both counts, although there are great moments.  The editors need to learn that 
commentary does not belong on top of musical performances even if the voices we are hearing are a bit past their prime. 
 
Seeing this in the same week as Going Upriver provided a musical echo to the politics of that time when the social conscience  
had roots in the folk music movement.  Although The Weavers were blacklisted by McCarthy, Leventhal organized concerts for 
them.  Pete Seeger’s Where Have All the Flowers Gone sounds just as poignant today with the war in Iraq as it did many years 
ago.  A special treat is The Weavers’ performance of Sinner Man, a tribute to George W. Bush. 
 
After our screening, we had a live performance by The Weavers – When The Saints Go Marching In, My Mother’s Music, 
Wimuwe, and their signature tune, Goodnight Irene. 
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Saturday, September 18 
 
Arsène Lupin 
 France/UK/Spain/Italy / Jean-Paul Salomé 
 Rating: * 
 
Although not physically the end of these reviews, this is the last of my efforts chronologically.  I am sitting at the keyboard, 
stuffed full of Thanksgiving turkey, wine, cheese and other goodies.  Earlier this evening, I was reminded that following the 
screening, I walked from the Ryerson to the Elgin Theatre railing against the fools that made Arsène Lupin.  Whether I can find 
the same level of contempt now, three weeks later and on a full stomach is hard to say. 
 
This should have been a great movie.  A piece of French escapism about a great jewel thief, Robin Hood with flair and a 
delicious accent, and we’ll have no comments from the Pythons among you about “Your Life or Your Lupins”.  Alas, that 
routine would have improved Arsène Lupin immensely.  For one thing, it’s a lot shorter. 
 
Astoundingly, this film was slotted as a Gala screening.  Who slept with whom to manage that feat?  It is clear from the program 
write up that whoever selected this film never actually saw it.  Alas Gala presentation program notes are not signed and we don’t 
know who to blame.  I should have known better.  This is supposed to be a French story, but who shows up in the cast?  Kristin 
Scott Thomas, a name guaranteed to help along international sales. 
 
What I hoped for and what I saw were two different films.  Among other fragments stirred into the plot were: 
 
• A jewel thief (the one part true to the premise) 
• A mastery of martial arts passed from father to son.  Wirework meets 19th century France. 
• Immortals who have a secret to guard (did someone from Highlander wander onto the set?) with Kristin Scott Thomas as 

the chief baddie.  They may be in league with … 
• A monarchist plot.  Yes, there are a few Bourbons who think they can turn back the clock. 
• A hidden treasure at a remote, but spectacular location. 
 
If you actually pay attention, you will learn that both Arsène and the monarchists are on the trail of a fortune hidden by the last 
king of France.  Arsène wins – he is the title character after all – but winds up just sitting, quite literally, on his pile of gold and 
gems.  He’s no better than the rest, he just got there first.  Why should I care? 
 
This is an extremely confused movie with far too much violence [yes, I who loved Kill Bill am complaining about violence – 
here it is a poor substitute for plot and character].  There are too many subplots.  It is far too long (over two hours).   
 
Arsène Lupin has all the marks of a producer with too much money, a director and writers with no clear sense of story, and an 
editor who couldn’t save this turkey.  Happy Thanksgiving! 
 
 
The General 
 USA / Buster Keaton & Clyde Bruckman 
 Rating: **** 
 
The festival continued its presentation of restored classics with musical accompaniment at the Elgin Theatre with Buster 
Keaton’s The General.  Budget crunches kept us from having the Toronto Symphony this year, but the festival is hoping to find 
a sponsor for next year.  Instead, we had a recorded soundtrack with music by Jo Hisaishi.  It was sympathetic to the action on 
the screen, if a tad excessive on occasion. 
 
The plot for the benefit of those who have not seen the movie: Keaton plays Johnnie Gray, an engineer on a railway in the state 
of Georgia.  He loves Annabelle Lee (Marion Mack) and his engine (The General) in roughly equal measure, but the Civil War 
intervenes.  Johnnie tries to enlist, but is repeatedly turned down because he is more valuable on the railway than in the army.  
Nobody except the recruiters knows this, and Johnnie is an outcast.  Spies from the North steal Johnnie’s train, and he sets off 
in pursuit.  This brings us some of the greatest gags in railroad chase scenes ever filmed, and it’s a joy to see them in a clean, 
restored print.  Needless to say, Johnnie triumphs and is a hero to the South. 
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Writer of O 
France/USA / Pola Rapoport 

 Rating: **** 
 
The Story of O is a classic of modern erotic literature.  In 1954 it appeared first in France and later in English translation, and the 
novel shocked the world.  This is a story of a woman who willingly enters into servitude and slavery to a man out of respect and 
duty to her lover.  The concept of submissive females in S&M literature is dangerous territory even today where political 
correctness rules.  Imagine the response in the era of McCarthy, the era of wholesome family TV viewing.  For decades this was 
a book that many people knew about, secretly or only among close friends, but the author was only a pseudonym, Pauline 
Réage. 
 
In her 70s, “Réage” revealed herself as Dominique Aury, a former editor at Gallimard, the most prestigious French publishing 
house.  There, in the 1950s, she met her love of many years, an older man, the author Jean Paulhan. L’histoire d’O was, in a way, 
a love letter to Jean from Dominique, a piece of erotica to please and stimulate.  Indeed, Aury’s A Girl in Love is a record of the 
creation of O.   
 
Two threads – the writing as an act of love, together with frank descriptions of fantasies of psychological and physical 
submission – unite the film.  Some scenes from O are dramatized, tastefully, to give the flavour of what is going on, but this is a 
documentary first and not intended as titillation.   
 
O fascinated Rapoport from her early teenage years, and she started work on this project in the mid-1990s.  Rapoport tried 
listings in the Paris phone book hoping to contact Aury, and connected on the first try.  This led to an assemblage of material 
from French TV and other archives, and to interviews with people involved in publishing O in France and in North America.   
 
Writer of O is a portrait of Dominique Aury, a mix of history, love and erotica that is quite touching and elegant.  We see her in 
interviews, one from the 1980s and one from 1997, a year before her death.  She is a gentle, humourous woman who had never 
expected her love letter to become such an international sensation.   Devotees of Aury’s work would do well to meet, though 
this documentary, the woman who authored so much of their fantasies. 
 
 
Demain on déménage [Tomorrow we move] 
 France/Belgium / Chantal Akerman 
 Rating: ** 
 
Chantal Akerman’s films have a regular spot at the Festival thanks to programmer Kay Armitage who, for reasons unknown, is 
leaving the Festival this year.  One cannot help noticing that the program guide’s description does not quite match what we see 
on the screen. 
 
Charlotte (Sylvie Testud) lives in a studio that apparently was once her father’s workshop, and it’s big enough to sport two 
separate floors.  Her father’s death (before the movie starts) launches her mother Catherine (Aurore Clément) into moving in 
with Charlotte.  As the film opens, a grand piano is hoisted into the studio through a window to much hand-wringing.  We will 
see a lot of this piano because Catherine is a teacher.  Amazingly, the instrument is in perfect tune after its journey, although 
Catherine complains that it needs a tune-up (a slight problem with continuity here).  Meanwhile, the chain-smoking Charlotte is 
trying to get on with her life writing erotica, although the fragments we hear are barely-disguised (and not very exciting) 
interludes from the action going on around her life. 
 
Catherine never really manages to unpack, and the chaos of two people living on top of each other leads to a decision to sell the 
studio and move to bigger quarters.  Yes, I know, Momma could just move out again, but that would destroy the premise.  
Between the students and the prospective buyers, we have a steady stream of visitors of many flavours, and almost everyone  
plays the piano.  The pace gets a bit frantic at times, and I found myself wishing at about the one-hour mark that the plot would 
start to wind down.  Alas, it went on for the full running time of 110 minutes by which time the piano, if not the audience, made 
good its escape from the scene. 
 
This could have been a three-star film if only Akerman (who also wrote the screenplay) had discarded some of her characters 
and their business.  Once the relationship between mother and daughter is milked dry, there’s not mu ch left to do but go home 
and wait for next year’s film festival.   
 


